
The History of Smallfilms in Comics 

 

Overview 

 

Throughout the history of television, the desire to reproduce the 

excitement of a TV show for a young audience in a weekly comic 

strip, either within an adult publication such as newspapers and 

magazines, or within a comic specifically aimed at children, has been 

an obvious way to cash in on a programme’s popularity. 

Many were badly drawn, not written by the original creators and, in 

some cases, so far from the originals as to be almost unrecognisable. 

I remember reading a Dr Who strip and just being perplexed by who 

these people were that were apparently the Doctor’s 

friends/relatives. They certainly had nothing to do with the TV series 

I knew and loved. 

Smallfilms was different, every strip works within the canon of the 

show, every illustration is perfect even if not drawn by Peter himself 

and the stories were always beautifully written. In fact, as you will 

see, some were instrumental in inspiring future TV and book projects 

that we came to know and love. 

So, I have tried to set down here as comprehensive a history of the 

representation of Smallfilms shows in their many comic strip forms 

as possible. 

Hopefully some of the titles and pictures will stir up some long 

forgotten childhood memories and you can re-live those simpler 

times of reading about your favourite TV shows in your favourite 

comic. 

 

 



Early Days 

TV Land hit the newsagents in October 1960. 

 

 

 

And, as well as the characters featured on the front cover, on pages 

14 and 15 was a 12 picture story of Ivor the Engine written by Oliver 

Postgate and illustrated by Peter Firmin. 



 

 



These stories carried on where the first 6-part series ended in 1959 

and were to provide inspiration for the second 13-part series which 

aired in 1962 as Oliver says in his autobiography Seeing Things – “the 

ITV company that had put down its marker for another 13 Ivor the 

Engine films was still waiting. My own feeling had been that the story 

of Ivor the Engine had finally ended when he sang in the choir, but 

this had turned out to be untrue because, in order to write the 

weekly stories for TV LAND, I had had to take my imagination to the 

corner of Wales where Ivor worked.” 

Ivor continued intermittently until the end of TV Land in October 

1962 and was joined in 1961 by The Pingwings. Uniquely amongst 

Smallfilms comic strips these started as photo stories before being 

illustrated by T. Watts.  

Both Pingwings and Ivor featured heavily in the TV Land/TV Playland 

annuals from 1962-1967 along with several unique Noggin the Nog 

stories. 

  

 



Pippin 

The 24th Sep 1966 saw the launch of a “new coloured picture weekly 

for the very young viewer” and there, proudly on the front and back 

covers, was The Pogles.  

 

 

The stories were written by Oliver and Stephen Sylvester, who 

provided the voices of Tog and The Plant; but never illustrated by 

Peter, that job was done very beautifully by Bill Mevin and Neville 

Main.  



Although, not strictly speaking Smallfilms, Pippin comic also 

contained another Postgate/Firmin creation. Based on a TV show 

from 1963/4 called Muskit and Dido, ‘Muskit’s Story’ appeared in 

Pippin from issue 1 until March 1968 and was written and illustrated 

by various people including Oliver and Peter. 

 



The Pogles continued in Pippin until June 1974 (it lost its spot on the 

cover in March 1970), when it was replaced by Bagpuss. 

 



Bagpuss was written by Oliver and illustrated, in colour, by Peter. It 

continued in Pippin and after it merged with Playland, though later 

strips were in black and white, until the end of 1977. 

Playland 

Launched by Polystyle as the sister comic to Pippin in January 1968, 

Playland carried more Ivor strips until August 1968 when his place 

was taken by one of the most unusual and brilliant Smallfilms 

contributions.  

Noggin the Nog had already appeared as full length illustrated 

stories, all written and drawn by Postgate/Firmin, in several annuals, 

but never in a comic. 

 

 



But in August 1968 a completely different style of comic strip 

appeared in Playland comic 

  

and went on to form the basis of one of the best books Oliver and 

Peter ever produced – Nogmania. 



Noggin ran for 15 editions and, after a short gap was replaced by The 

Clangers. 

 



Another example of the perfect combination of Oliver’s storytelling 

and Peter’s illustrations, the Clangers graced the pages of Playland 

comic until 1973. 

 

Pippin in Playland 

In July 1975 Pippin and Playland combined. Bagpuss was still in 

colour but reduced to one page. Later it would continue in black and 

white until 1978 when we saw the welcome return of Ivor the 

Engine, although this time not always illustrated by Peter, apparently 

his daughter Charlotte helped out as well. 

However, Ivor had not been idle during this time. A new comic called 

Read to Me was launched in January 1977 and Ivor was the story for 

every Tuesday. 

 



Read to Me only lasted 7 months when it merged with Pippin in 

Playland. 

In November 1980 Ivor made the cover and stayed there for 2 years 

continuing inside until the comic’s eventual demise in 1986 when it 

was taken over by Buttons. 

 

And that was the end of Smallfilms in mainstream comics. A run of 

over 20 years with almost every creation represented.  

But Smallfilms had one last hurrah. 



In 1985 Marshall Cavendish followed up their successful set of 

magazines/cassette tapes of people telling children’s stories with 

another set called Storyteller 2. In this run three Noggin the Nog 

stories were included – The Birds, Noggin Comes Back and Noggin 

and the Money. All beautifully illustrated in full colour by Peter and 

read by Oliver. 

 

 

All three stories can be found on YouTube.  

Modern Times 

Fast forward 30 years and The Clangers makes a comeback. This time 

under the supervision of Daniel Postgate and Peter Firmin, and guess 

what? They get their own magazine.  

 


